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Abstract
Recently, many papers have been published dealing with codes over finite rings. In
this paper, we introduce some Singleton type bounds of Lee and Euclidean weights for
codes over the ring Z‘ and give a proof of the MacWilliams identities for the Lee and
Euclidean weight enumerators. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, let Z‘  f0; 1; 2; . . . ; ‘ÿ 1g be the ring of integers modulo ‘
and Z‘n be the free module of rank n consisting of all n -tuples of elements of
Z‘. A code C of length n over Z‘ is an additive subgroup of Z‘n. We note that
C is also a Z‘-submodule of Z‘n. An element of C is called a codeword of C.
Now we define three kinds of weights, namely the Hamming weight, the Lee
weight and the Euclidean weight. The Hamming weight of a vector is the
number of non-zero components in the vector. Furthermore, we can define the
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Lee weight and the Euclidean weight as follows. In the case of ‘  2k, the Lee
(resp., Euclidean) weights of the elements 0;1;2;3; . . . ;k ÿ 1; k of Z‘
are defined by 0; 1; 2; 3; . . . ; k ÿ 1; k (resp., 0; 1; 4; 9; . . . ; k ÿ 12; k2). In the
case of ‘  2k  1, the Lee (resp., Euclidean) weights of the elements
0;1;2;3; . . . ;k ÿ 1;k of Z‘ are defined by 0; 1; 2; 3; . . . ; k ÿ 1; k
(resp., 0; 1; 4; 9; . . . ; k ÿ 12; k2). The Lee weight and the Euclidean weight of a
vector x 2 Z‘n, denoted by L-wtx and E-wtx, are the rational sum of the
Lee weights and the Euclidean weights of its components, respectively. Fur-
ther, we define the supports of Hamming type, Lee type and Euclidean type of a
vector x  x1; . . . ; xn 2 Z‘n, denoted by suppx, suppLx and suppEx, as
follows:
suppx : fi 2 N j xi 6 0g;
suppLx :
fi1 2 N j xi1  1g [ fi2; i2 j xi2  2; i2 2 Ng [   
   [ fik; ik; . . . ; ik
z}|{k times
j xik  k; ik 2 Ng if ‘  2k
fi1 2 N j xi1  1g [ fi2; i2 j xi2  2; i2 2 Ng [   
   [ fik; ik; . . . ; ik
z}|{k times
j xik  k; ik 2 Ng if ‘  2k  1;
8>>>>><>>>>>:
suppEx :
fi1 2 N j xi1  1; g [ fi2; i2; i2; i2 j xi2  2; i2 2 Ng [   
   [ fik; ik; . . . ; ik
z}|{k2 times
j xik  k; ik 2 Ng if ‘  2k
fi1 2 N j xi1  1; g [ fi2; i2; i2; i2 j xi2  2; i2 2 Ng [   
   [ fik; ik; . . . ; ik
z}|{k2 times
j xik  k; ik 2 Ng if ‘  2k  1;
8>>>>><>>>>>>:
where suppLx and suppEx are viewed as multi-sets and N : f1; 2; . . . ; ng.
Clearly, we have that jsuppLxj  L-wtx and jsuppExj  E-wtx. The
minimum Lee and Euclidean weights of C , denoted by dL and dE, are the
smallest weights among all non-zero codewords of C . Then we have the fol-
lowing proposition which is the Singleton bounds for Lee and Euclidean
weights.
Proposition 1 (Shiromoto [4]). Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ with the
minimum Lee weight dL and the minimum Euclidean weight dE. Then
dL ÿ 1
‘=2
 
6 nÿ log‘ jCj
and
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dE ÿ 1
‘=22
" #
6 nÿ log‘ jCj;
where a denotes the integer part of a.
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain some Singleton type bounds
which are stronger than Proposition 1 and give a proof of the MacWilliams
identities for the Lee and Euclidean weight enumerators by using a basic exact
sequence.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we give some definitions and notation. Let C be a code of
length n over Z‘. By the fundamental theorem of finitely generated abelian
groups we note that C is isomorphic to
Z‘=f1Z‘  Z‘=f2Z‘      Z‘=fnZ‘; 1
where f1; f2; . . . ; fn are positive integers such that 16 f1jf2j    jfnj‘. We note
that jCj  f1  f2    fn. The rank of C, denoted by rankC, is the minimum
number of generators of C and the free rank of C, denoted by f-rankC, is the
maximum of the ranks of Z‘-free submodules of C, that is,
rankC  jfi j fi 6 1gj;
f-rankC  jfi j fi  ‘gj:
Furthermore, the inner product of vectors x  x1; . . . ; xn;
y  y1; . . . ; yn 2 Z‘n is defined by
hx; yi  x1y1  . . . xnyn mod ‘:
The dual code of C is defined by
C? : fy 2 V j hx; yi  0 8x 2 Cg:
We note that if C is isomorphic to the module (1), then C? is also isomorphic
to
Z‘=‘=fnZ‘  Z‘=‘=fnÿ1Z‘      Z‘=‘=f1Z‘:
In particular,
rankC  f-rankC?  n: 2
For a submodule D  V : Z‘n and a subset M  N : f1; 2; . . . ; ng, we
define
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DM : fx 2 D j suppx  Mg;
D : Homz‘D;Z‘:
Clearly, DM  D \ V M is a submodule of V and jV Mj  ‘jM j. From (1),
we note that there exists a (non-natural) isomorphism
D  D:
Moreover, there is a Z‘-homomorphism as follows:
f : V ! D
y 7! y^ : x 7! hx; yi:
We remark that since Z‘ is a quasi-Frobenius ring (injective module over itself
(cf. [1])), the map f is surjective.
3. Main result
Proposition 2 (The basic exact sequence). Let C be a code of length n over Z‘
and M  N . Then there is an exact sequence as Z‘-modules
0! C?M !inc V M !f C !res CN ÿM ! 0;
where the maps inc, res denote the inclusion map, the restriction map, respec-
tively.
Proof. Clearly the map inc is injective. Since Z‘ is an injective module over itself
(see [1]), the map res is surjective. If y 2 C?M, then
y^ : x 7! hx; yi  0 8x 2 C;
and so y 2 ker f , which implies
Iminc  ker f :
Conversely, if y 2 ker f , that is, y^  0, then
y 2 V M \ C?  C?M;
and so
Iminc  ker f :
Thus we have
Iminc  ker f :
Next if we take a codeword y 2 V M, then
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y^ : x 7! hx; yi  0 8x 2 CN ÿM;
and so y 2 kerres, which shows that
Im f  kerres:
Conversely, if k 2 kerres, then
kx  0 8x 2 CN ÿM
and there exists y 2 V with k  y^. (Note that V ! C; v 7! v^ is surjective.) Thus
hx; yi  0, that is,
y 2 CN ÿM?  C \ V N ÿM?
 C?  V N ÿM?  C?  V M:
Since z^  0 for any z 2 C?, we have
Im f  kerres:
Thus
Im f  kerres:
Hence the proposition follows. 
4. Applications to Singleton bounds for Lee and Euclidean weights
In this section, we prove some Singleton type bounds with respect to dL and
dE. We note that for x 2 V , if suppx  M N, then
L-wtx6 ‘=2jM j:
So we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. If a code C of length n over Z‘ has minimum Lee weight dL, then
CM  0 for any subset M  N such that jM j < dL=‘=2.
Theorem 1. Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ with the minimum Lee weight dL.
Then
dL ÿ 1
‘=2
 
6 nÿ rankC:
Proof. In the exact sequence of Proposition 2, we replace C with C?. Then we
have the following exact sequence:
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0! CM !inc V M !f C? !res C?N ÿM ! 0: 3
Apply the duality functor   Homz‘ÿ;Z‘ and take an arbitrary subset
M  N such that
jM j  dL ÿ 1‘=2
 
:
Since CM  0 from Lemma 1 and V M  V M, the exact sequence (3)
implies the following short exact sequence:
0! C?N ÿM ! C? ! V M ! 0:
Since V M  Z‘jM j is a projective module, the above short exact sequence is
split, that is,
C?  C?N ÿM  V M:
Thus
f-rankC?P f-rankV M  jM j  dL ÿ 1‘=2
 
:
Hence the theorem follows from formula (2). 
Example 1. Let C be the code over Z4 with the generator matrix
G 
1 1 0 3 1
0 2 0 0 2
0 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 2 2
0BB@
1CCA:
Then n  5, rankC  4 and dL  4. This example satisfies the equality in our
Singleton type bound for Lee weight, and so the bound is sharp. This code is a
kind of MDS code for Lee weight.
Example 2. Let C be the code over Z6 with the generator matrix
G 
1 1 1 ÿ 1 ÿ 2 2
0 3 0 3 3 3
0 0 3 3 0 3
0@ 1A:
Then n  6, rankC  3 and dL  8. This example also satisfies the equality in
our Singleton type bound for Lee weight.
We now introduce the Singleton type bound with respect to Euclidean
weight.
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Theorem 2. Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ with the minimum Euclidean
weight dE. Then
dE ÿ 1
‘=22
" #
6 nÿ rankC:
Proof. Replace ‘=2 by ‘=22 in the proof of Theorem 1. 
We can have a Singleton bound for the Hamming weight by replacing ‘=2
with 1 in Theorem 1 as follows:
Corollary 1 (Shiromoto and Yoshida [5]). Let C be a code of length n over Z‘
with the minimum Hamming weight dC. Then
dC6 nÿ rankC  1:
5. An application to a proof of the MacWilliams identity for Lee weight
enumerators
In this section, we prove the MacWilliams identity for Lee weight enu-
merators by using the exact sequence of Proposition 2. Now, we give some
definitions and notation. For any subset M  fi1; i2; . . . ; img  N and any
positive integer b, the multi-set bM is defined by
bM : fi1; . . . ; i1
z}|{b times
; . . . ; im; . . . ; im
z}|{b times
g:
Throughout this section, we denote by ‘1 and ‘2 the following integers,
respectively,
‘1 : ‘=2;
‘2 : ‘=22:
We note that for x 2 V , suppx  M N i suppLx  ‘1M i
suppEx  ‘2M . For a code C of length n over Z‘ and ‘1, we define the Lee
weight enumerator of C, denoted by LeeCX ; Y ,
LeeCX ; Y  :
X
x2C
X ‘1nÿL-wtxY L-wtx:
And we define another weight enumerator as follows:gLeeCX ; Y  :X
MN
jCMjX j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j:
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Then we have the following theorem as the MacWilliams identity for Lee
weight enumerators.
Theorem 3. Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ and ‘1 : ‘=2. Then
LeeC?X ; Y   1jCjLeeCX  ‘
1=‘1 ÿ 1Y ;X ÿ Y :
Proof. By the exact sequence of Proposition 2, for a subset M  N we have the
following equation:
jCj  jC?Mj  jV Mj  jCN ÿMj:
Then,
gLeeC?X ; Y   X
MN
jC?MjX j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j
 1jCj
X
MN
jV Mj  jCN ÿMjX j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j
 1jCj
X
MN
jCN ÿMjX j‘1Nÿ‘1M j‘1=‘1 Y j‘1M j
 1jCj
X
MN
jCMj‘1=‘1 Y j‘1Nÿ‘1M jX j‘1M j
 1jCj
gLeeC‘1=‘1 Y ;X :
On the other hand, we have
gLeeCX ; Y   X
MN
jCMjX j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j

X
MN
X
S‘1M
]fx 2 C j suppLx
 
 Sg
!
X j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j

X
S‘1N
]fx 2 C j suppLx
(
 Sg
X
S‘1M‘1N
X j‘1Nÿ‘1M jY j‘1M j
)

X
S‘1N
]fx 2 C j suppLx
n
 SgY jSjX  Y j‘1N jÿjSj
o
 LeeCX  Y ; Y ;
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where we used the binomial identityX
T‘1M‘1N
X j‘1N jÿj‘1M jY j‘1M j 
X
U‘1NÿT
X j‘1N jÿjT jÿjU jY jT jjU j
 Y jT jX  Y j‘1N jÿjT j:
Using the above equations, we have
LeeC?X ; Y  gLeeC?X ÿ Y ; Y 
 1jCj
gLeeC‘1=‘1 Y ;X ÿ Y 
 1jCjLeeCX  ‘
1=‘1 ÿ 1Y ;X ÿ Y :
The theorem is proved. 
Similarly, we define the Euclidean weight enumerator of C, denoted by
EWCX ; Y ,
EWCX ; Y  :
X
x2C
X ‘2nÿE-wtxY E-wtx:
Using the similar methods in the proof of Theorem 3, we can prove the fol-
lowing results.
Corollary 2. Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ and ‘2 : ‘=22. Then
EWC?X ; Y   1jCjEWCX  ‘
1=‘2 ÿ 1Y ;X ÿ Y :
Corollary 3 (Klemm [2]). Let C be a code of length n over Z‘ and WCX ; Y  be
the Hamming weight enumerator of C. Then
WC?X ; Y   1jCjWCX  ‘ÿ 1Y ;X ÿ Y :
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